Will Douma = Sarajevo?
Introduction
The catalyst that triggered the long-planned First World War was the assassination of
Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo, Bosnia. This was engineered to initiate a
world war that the global elite ardently desired. Is the current crisis prompted by the
chemical attack in Douma another tipping point to war?
I have explained many times that the global elite are anxious to start a war with Russia.
They are anxious because this final world war, planned since the mid-1880s, is overdue. It
was originally planned to begin several years ago but has been stymied by the stupidity of
America and the political adroitness of Putin.
However, preparations are right now underway that could well initiate war with Russia,
something so stupid it is unbelievable – that is how arrogant and psychotic the people that
rule the west are. It is even more stupid because those who have assessed military
capability believe that the west would lose, or would escalate the conflict into a nuclear
war.
The current casus belli is yet another false flag chemical attack on children in Syria, for
which the west blames Assad with not a shred of evidence.
Here are some basic facts that you need to know.

Some background
Who has the chemical weapons?
Assad has no chemical weapons.
Don’t take my word for it, this is the claim by the UN weapons inspectors. I explained this
in my paper, ‘Who gassed the Syrian children?’.1
The Islamic jihad rebels, funded by the west and her allies, do have chemical weapons.
This has been proved multiple times.2 Some stocks were gained by the actions of Hillary
Clinton channelling stocks from Libya using transport systems supported by MI6.3 I have
explained this before. Other stocks have been discovered after the rebels fled certain
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Assad formally destroyed his chemical weapons under supervision of the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons in 2014. This is unlike Britain, America, France and Israel and many others (including
the Syrian rebels) that do have chemical weapons.
2 Chemical attacks have been used by al-Qaeda rebels in Mosul (Iraq). Chemical weapons, such as mustard
gas, have also been used by the al-Nusra ‘rebels’ in Aleppo. When Assad gave evidence regarding chemical
weapons attacks by rebels to formal authorities for investigation, the western media paid no attention.
Civilians and fighting forces, including Kurdish militias, have claimed that militant rebel groups that operate
in Idlib, Hama and Aleppo rural areas have used chemical weapons in the past.
3 Acclaimed investigative reporter Seymour Hersh affirmed that Sarin stockpiled in Libya was given by
Clinton to Syrian rebels. The US Consulate in Benghazi was used as a ‘rat-line’ for Gaddafi’s captured
weapons into Syria through Turkey. This has also been confirmed by investigative reporter Christoph
Lehmann. In December 2012 year Syrian rebels going by the name of the ‘Almighty Wind Brigade’, released a
video showing stocks of Sarin agent and filmed the horrific killing of two rabbits by this toxin, threatening to
kill Alawites in the same way.
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places. Russian military have also targeted known stores of chemical weapons such as
chlorine gas.4 Even the US State Dept. has warned travellers that Syrian rebels have
chemical weapons. There have been 52 recorded cases of ISIS and Al-Qaeda using
chemical weapons and a chemical weapons factory was discovered in Ghouta.
Furthermore, even American politicians, like Defence Secretary James Mattis, have now
confirmed that there is no evidence whatsoever that the previous gas attack on Khan
Sheikhoun was conducted by Assad. UN weapons inspectors had already stated this at the
time virtually one year ago, just as they denied that Assad was behind the gas attack in
2013.5 No western mainstream media sources admit this but continue to blame Assad
falsely.
Assad – evil dictator?
I have explained many times that the story the west pushes about Assad is pure fiction. In
fact, the supposed Christian west should be a supporter of Assad and an enemy of the
jihadis (instead it is the other way around) because he is the great champion of Christians
in Syria.
Syrian Christians living in America have openly declared that Christians love Assad
because he is a protector of all religions and minorities presiding over an enlightened
secular state. You can find many pictures and videos of civilians, including many children,
parading with portraits of Assad and singing his praises in the streets.
When Aleppo was freed there was jubilation in the streets and those who fled returned
home. There were spontaneous celebrations praising Assad.
Until the war Syria had no debt. Despite UN sanctions, Assad presided over great changes
to the economy that made Syria prosperous and self-sufficient, much like Putin. Syria is
not a Third-World country.
Assad is so loved that before the war he would travel amongst the people with no
bodyguards. Even the Sunnis love him despite the fact that he is an Alawite (Shi’ite). He
won his last election with a huge majority in a fair, contest election process. [Compare the
fact that no one voted for Theresa May to be PM!]
The rebels – moderates?
Regarding the rebels, most are not even Syrians. Up to 90% are foreigners intent on
Islamic jihad. ISIS is supported by Saudi Arabia and allied to the US. Jabhat al-Nusra is
supported by Qatar and also allied to the US. There are many other factions, most of them
funded by the US and UK. Al-Qaeda is a catch-all term for various jihadi groups.
The Syrian people are united in hate for these people that have destroyed their country;
they are not Syrian rebels and they are not moderates. These are the people that behead
men, women and children and Syrian armed forces are seeking liberty for Syria from these
terrorists.
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The UN Independent Commission of Enquiry found that rebel groups had stocks of Sarin and were using
them against Syrian forces. Officials also stated that there was no evidence that the Syrian government had
any chemical weapons.
5 Ghouta chemical weapon attack in August 2013. A report from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
exposed that the US/UK/France chemical weapons case against Assad was a complete fraud.
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The wicked western cabal that is behind the push to war is anti-Christian. Britons need to
understand this. Their main goal is geo-political, concerning a Greater Israel dominating
the Middle East, but their secondary goal is killing Christians and Shi’ite Muslims.
Timeline of events leading up to the chemical attack
• Up to April the Syrian Army was making rapid gains. In Eastern Ghouta rebel
resistance had virtually collapsed.
• 13 March: Russian military intelligence claimed that the US was preparing to strike
Damascus on an invented pretext. Russia warned America against this.
• 17-19 March: Russian and Syrian military reported that they feared a false flag chemical
attack to drag NATO into Syria. Multiple people (including this writer many weeks ago)
published warnings that a false chemical attack was in the offing.
• 30 March: Trump says in a speech that the US would be pulling out of Syria as he
promised on the campaign trail. Washington and the media reacted badly. Netanyahu
called Trump and warned him not to do this.
• 6 April: the UN Security Council met, at Russian request, to discuss the Skripal
assassination attempt. All the members of the UN denounced Russia. No evidence was
presented.
• 7-8 April: a chemical attack is reported by the White Helmets. The west immediately
blamed Assad. No evidence was presented.
Treaties
The US and NATO have repeatedly ignored treaties and other agreements to threaten
Russia. The military encirclement and advancement eastwards is one aspect of this.
Another is Washington’s reckless tearing up of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty in 2002
which had secured peace for 30 years.
In response to this perceived threat, Putin built up Russian missiles as a necessary defence
and recently demonstrated the effectiveness of new Russian systems, which provoked
America.
The provocation in geo-politics is not Russia.

The warning of a false flag
Every sensible geo-political analyst knew weeks ago that a chemical weapon false flag,
probably using chlorine, was being prepared as an excuse for missile strikes or war.
Even the Mail6 has explained in the past, from hacked emails, that western secret services
have been training Syrian rebels to use chemical weapons in a false flag attack that would
then be filmed by the White Helmets. Bodies of dead children were to be placed in effective
ways to elicit the best sympathetic response.
The government used defence contractors for this work, British-based contractor Britam
Defence, but the scheme was approved in Washington. The plan was to use an old Russian
shell case from Libya and fill it with CW. The scheme was funded by Qatar. Apparently the

6 Mail Online, Louise Boyle, ‘US backed plan to launch chemical weapon attack on Syria and blame it on
Assad’s regime’, 29 January 2013.
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sums involved were ‘enormous’. This article was then deleted, no doubt after pressure from
MI6, but it can be found on archive sites.7
In February on Sputnik TV, there was a report that Al-Nusra (linked to Jaish al-Islam) was
preparing for a chemical weapons false flag using barrels of chlorine gas. Video was filmed
ready to supply to media outlets.
On 17 March RT news channel broadcast a seven-minute report on details of this
forthcoming attack. The Russian Defence Ministry reported their suspicions to the world
that a chemical attack was coming which would be blamed on Assad. It said that rebel
groups had been provided with chemical weapons and trained by the US to stage a false
flag attack. Squads of rebels had been trained at the US Aztac base in Syria. 20 tons of
chlorine and detonators had been provided to stage this attack. Sergey Rudskoy, a Russian
General, appeared on RT explaining the whole matter weeks before it happened.
At the same time Sergey Lavrov, Foreign Minster, also explained that the proxy war in
Syria was becoming a direct involvement in the war since multiple units of special forces
from the US, UK, France and elsewhere were already on the ground. This is illegal.
After the attack, Lavrov announced that Russia has irrefutable evidence that the Douma
attack was a staged false flag with the help of a foreign state secret service. Lavrov has a
reputation for restraint and telling the truth. Other Defence Ministry spokesmen claimed
that the secret service involved is British intelligence (MI6).
While the US/UK were preparing a false flag attack in the Ghouta area, Russia was dealing
with a humanitarian crisis as 44,000 civilians were fleeing the area in a Syrian government
created escape corridor to government controlled areas. A tenuous cease-fire had been
negotiated with the Army of Islam. Rebel groups tried to prevent those trying to escape
shooting many men, women and children. Aid convoys in East Ghouta had previously been
stolen by the rebels and sold, leaving citizens starving. Tons of humanitarian aid was then
given by Russia to the fleeing people and their assistance was praised by the Syrian
refugees. Compare the deeds of Russia and America.

The event
The place of the event
Douma is a suburb of the region of Ghouta near Damascus, which was occupied by the
rebels in 2012. Ghouta has been a stronghold of the various jihadi rebel groups until Syrian
forces began overwhelming it in recent weeks. Most of the terrorist groups either left for
Idlib, surrendered or were killed in fighting. However, one faction refused and dug in with
civilian hostages. This is ‘The Army of Islam’ [Jaish al-Islam] who controlled Douma. The
Army of Islam is directly connected to Ahrar al-Sham, which is linked to Al-Qaeda and
supported by Saudi Arabia.
These hostages were kidnapped from nearby government supporting families in an Alawite
town in 2015. About 3,000 were captured including many women and children and
consisting mostly of Alawites but also Christians. The jihadis paraded these hostages
around in cages, including cages crammed full of children. They were then pushed into
tunnels and held captive. Only 200 of these came out alive after the recent cease-fire
negotiations.
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The victims of the event
It is reasonably speculated that the victims of this event are none other than these captive
hostages who have been held awaiting their use as victims (the jihadis would not kill
Sunnis). Killing and maiming Alawites and Christians is everyday business for jihadis, so
the captives were very convenient. Forty-three or more people were killed and numerous
civilians, including many children were injured.
The reporters of the event
The people that reported the chemical attack were none other than the notorious White
Helmets; a supposed first responder charity but actually consisting of terrorist jihadis led
by an MI6 operative (James Le Mesurier) and funded by the US and UK. Their real
purpose is to spread false propaganda to support regime change in Syria. You pay millions
to these people in your taxes.
The White Helmets have a reputation for false flags, false news, as well as violence. Indeed,
their headquarters is adjacent to al-Qaeda offices. Time after time their videos have been
proved to be false. [E.g. sometimes even the clapper-board (to sync sound and video) has
been left in the shot; the same dead children have been identified in multiple places.]
During a false Sarin gas attack they acted out treating victims with no protective suits
(which would have killed them if it were real). These people have no credibility whatsoever,
yet the only evidence for something that could lead to WWIII is their worthless testimony.
You can’t make this up!
Summary
• White Helmets have been filmed waving Al-Qaeda flags at jihadi rallies.
• White Helmets have been filmed carrying weapons.
• White Helmets have been filmed torturing Syrian soldiers.
• White Helmets have been filmed holding up severed heads of Syrian soldiers.
• White Helmets have faked video footage of chemical attacks and rescuing children. The
fakery has been proved and demonstrated.
The Syrian people call this group ‘Evil Helmets’ or ‘Devil Helmets’.
Local doctor’s testimony
Local doctors have testified regarding the scenes of children being washed down and
treated in hospital for chlorine poisoning. This footage was broadcast as proof that Assad
used chemical weapons.
Apparently, these children were hurt by smoke inhalation as a result of nearby bombing of
a house. While they were being treated, strangers rushed in shouting that the children were
victims of a chlorine gas attack and began filming the doctors at work, which caused a
panic with families spraying each other.
The doctors have strongly affirmed that no children in this film were affected by chlorine,
only smoke. The claim of a chlorine attack is fraudulent.8

8 This testimony can be found on Blackstone Intelligence Network (Jake Morphonios); ‘Bombshell – Russian
evidence of staged chemical attack in Syria’, 13 April 2018.
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The military and political background to the event
The Syrian military success
With Russian support and technology, Assad has given the elite cabal a bloody nose. He
has turned around the rebellion by jihadis (fully funded and supported by the US and UK)
which was supposed to deliver Syria into Israeli and Saudi hands. He has virtually
eradicated ISIS in Syria apart from some small pockets of resistance. He is celebrated by
Syrians and Shi’ites worldwide.
This is not going to be allowed to continue. The plan to form Greater Israel will be pursued
by the Deep State. Just as the final stages of Assad destroying rebel activity in Ghouta were
on the horizon, the chemical attack occurred to stop his progress.
Since a proxy war using terrorists has failed to achieve elite plans, what remains is an allout military intervention by western allies in large numbers. The Skripal affair and the
chemical attack on Douma false flag have been catalysts to provoke this all-out attack.
The Trump threat to pull out troops
Trump is a mystery. It is clear that he has been hijacked regarding foreign policy, hence
appointing Zionist Neocons and Zionist sympathisers. John Bolton was the last straw.
Yet he still tried to avert war in Syria to keep his campaign promises as the peace
candidate. Thus he recently promised in a speech and in a Tweet that he would pull out
American troops mired in Syria; one US soldier was killed there recently. This was too
much for the Deep State to tolerate and various US politicians and media executives
rounded on him, such as John McCain. Netanyahu threatened him personally. Within
hours he reacted to the Douma false flag, which he must realise is false, and started the
route to war.

Who has the motivation?
Not Russia
Trump had signalled that he was about to pull US troops out of Syria. Putin would have no
reason to provoke America when final success was in the offing.
Not Assad
The Syrian Army, with Russian support, was right on the verge of destroying the final
enclaves of jihadi terrorist strongholds near Damascus. Why would Assad threaten his
success by provoking the world to attack him?
Why would Assad provoke international hatred by attacking innocent civilians and
children?
With Syrian forces acting in Douma, why would Assad risk affecting his own troops?
Why would Assad threaten upsetting Trump when he had just affirmed that US troops
would be pulled out?
Saudi Arabia in league with Israel
Israel has been in a broad alliance with Saudi Arabia for years because they both have the
same objective of removing Assad from power and occupying parts of Syria.
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The Saudis chiefly want to attack Syria and initiate regime change due to the centuries long
hatred and warfare against Shi’ites and Alawites; not to mention Christians who are
protected in Syria by Assad. However, they also covet the oil fields in the north east of
Syria to supplement their failing economy. Neither Israel nor Saudi Arabia want to allow
Syria to regain control of its oil. Also neither state wants to allow Trump to pull US troops
out of Syria, which they occupy illegally.
Israel has published its intention to create a Greater Israel since the early 1980s (the Yinon
Plan) whereby it seeks the partition of Syria to end an imagined military threat and to steal
vast tracts of land. The west’s military interventions in the Middle East, which have caused
so much destruction and misery, are the result of implementing Israeli policy, which is
centred in the Zionist Neocons ruling America.
It is no surprise that the threat of military action by the US comes shortly after the
appointment of John Bolton, a warmongering Zionist sympathiser, to Trump’s cabinet as
National Security Advisor. Many people warned that the US would go to war soon after this
appointment.
Other Zionist zealots in Trump’s administration include: Mike Pompeo (Sec. of State), and
Nikki Haley (UN Ambassador).
The current assembling of NATO forces in large numbers is due to the Israeli tail wagging
the dog of the western nations.

The hypocrisy
The huge furore instigated by this chemical attack has caused a flurry of self-righteousness
in the west. Yet the west has more stockpiles of chemical and biological agents than eastern
nations. It has also used them in the past or has supported nations that used them.
Britain was the first nation to use gas against Middle East tribesmen when Churchill
authorised gassing the Kurds. No one batted an eyelid when Saddam Hussein used NATO
supplied chemical weapons against the Iranians in the Iraq-Iran War because Iran was
perceived as an enemy and Iraq as an ally.
No one cared about the effects of depleted uranium shells in the Gulf and Iraq Wars which
even damaged allied troops. No one cared about the effects of phosphorus shells and
cluster bombs. No one cares about mines left after these wars which continue to kill
children.
No one cares about the thousands of dead Yemeni children and other civilians killed by
British-made weapons systems in an illegal Saudi genocide.
No one cares about the thousands of dead civilians which resulted from the destabilisation
of Libya by Britain and the US, nor the created street market slavery that followed.
We could continue.
I suggest that the media, who are baying for war, ought to bring such matters to public
attention.
If NATO countries really do believe that chemical attacks are abhorrent and must be
outlawed, as leaders claim, then they should first repent of their own sins and then destroy
their own supplies.
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Initial response
Military action
Within hours, Israel had conducted an illegal missile strike on a Syrian airbase (T-4 airbase
to the east of Homs). This base is specifically working to attack ISIS and it makes the
drones that target ISIS. This is another example of Israel defending ISIS and acting as air
cover. Israel also trains ISIS (an Israeli colonel was discovered embedded in a defeated
ISIS group) and provides medical support in hospitals in the Golan Heights.
It seems that a proxy had to conduct this initial pre-emptive strike to avoid a US strike
killing Russians and starting a conflict before the US had fully mobilised.
The Syrians, using Russian technology shot down five of the eight missiles, which is a
shock to the supposed might of US military technology. Russia said that two Israeli air
force F-15 jets fired eight guided missiles while flying over Lebanon. Three missiles
reached the western part of the airfield.
Four Iranian military advisors were killed in the Israeli raid. This will have grave
consequences for Israel.
Russia responded by saying further missiles would be shot down by Russian aircraft and
the missile bases destroyed. They mean business and are losing patience with the US.
Cyber action
In totalitarian fashion, the Deep State acted in the last few days to terminate the
broadcasting and posting of independent news media that were telling the truth.
For example, Russia Insider, one of the very best reporters of the truth, and run by an
American who lived in Russia until recently, suffered a DDoS attack that took the channel
down completely for a while. Experts managed to get the channel back on line but the
attack continued.
The UN
The UN Security Council turned down a compromise resolution proposed by Sweden and
seconded by Russia, which sought an investigation of the alleged chemical attack.
Five countries supported this proposal but the UK and the US opposed it. Two countries
supported the US and six countries abstained.
A similar resolution supported by Russia and China was also opposed by the US and the
UK.
However, the UN, so far, has refused to confirm that there has been any attack at all.
Russia and Syria have asked the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons to
launch an international investigation and Russia is giving protection to two teams of
experts to go to Douma this week.
If the US launches missile strikes, they will be illegal; there is, as yet, no crime.
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Current mobilisation
Russia
Two formations of SU-24Ms from the Tartus airbase are flying in a low altitude in the
Eastern Mediterranean carrying out surveillance missions above the US Navy.
Valery Gerasimov, head of the Russian General Staff, stated that if Russian servicemen
were killed or injured in American airstrikes, then the Russians would take out the
American platforms which launched the strikes. E.g. Russian submarines will sink
American ships that launch a strike. Russian supremacy in military technology means that
this can be easily done.
Alexander Zasypkin, Russian ambassador to Lebanon, said that Russia would not only
destroy missiles by the western alliance but would also destroy the bases that fired the
missiles.
Yevgeny Serebrennikov, deputy chairman of Moscow’s Defence Committee, stated that
Russia would respond immediately to a US attack on Russian solders in Syria.
From 11-26 April Russia’s navy initiated live-fire exercises off the Syrian coast to serve as a
warning. Eleven Russian battleships have left Tartus for the exercise.
Syria
Syria has already moved its planes to Russian bases.
USA
• America already has about 20 illegal military bases in Syria.
• Aircraft carrier USS Donald Cook, loaded with 60 Tomahawk missiles, is sailing
towards Syria. It has been harassed by Russian warplanes.
• Nuclear weaponised Ohio Class submarines are already in the eastern Mediterranean.
• Nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS Harry Truman and its strike group of seven
warships are in the Atlantic on the way to the Mediterranean, some days away, arriving
22 April.
• F-22 Raptor aircraft are ready at the Al Udeid base in Qatar.
• A US Navy P-8A Poseidon maritime patrol plane (the ‘submarine killer’) was observed
flying to the south of Cyprus, heading towards Syria.
France
Macron has promised military support and is mobilising aircraft for missile strikes.
UK
RAF Tornado fighter-bombers are ready and waiting in Cyprus. May has asked the cabinet
to back missile strikes on Syria. UK submarines have already moved within missile range
of Syria.
The BBC reported that May is ready to join military action against Syria without going to
Parliament. Perhaps she fears that she would lose a vote.
Misc.
European air traffic controllers have issued a rapid alert for airlines in the eastern
Mediterranean to prepare for airstrikes on Syria imminently.
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Warning
An Arab Christian Council issued a sober warning to Trump. The following statement was
issued on 11 April by the Iraqi Christian Human Rights Council:
The President of the US seeks to attack Syrian government areas where Syrian
Christian live and freely worship, due to the allegations made by jihadists who call
themselves Jaysh Al-Islam (The Army of Islam). This is similar to George W Bush in
Iraq. If he carries through with his threats, Donald Trump will be known as the
President who destroyed Christianity in Syria.

The media ignored this statement.
Christian leaders in Muslim nations like Pakistan also issued a warning that missile strikes
on a Muslim country will yet again lead to localised persecution of Christians in these
countries.
Yet again US foreign policy threatens Christians in Syria and elsewhere.

Possible outcomes
There have been many indications that Israel has been preparing for war while the US
recently concluded is largest ever joint military exercises with Israel even though it has no
defence treaty with it. Air Force Lieutenant General Richard Clark recently affirmed that
American soldiers are ‘prepared to die for the Jewish State’ and that they would be under the
command of Israeli Air Force General Zvika Haimovitch.
Israel clearly intends to attack Syria and Lebanon, which will result in missile attacks by
Hezbollah targeted at the Mashabim airbase where the US has a secret facility. Israel could
also target Iranian bases in Syria to draw Iran into the war. With this escalation America
will be forced into a major hot war even if the Russians do not intervene.
If Russia does get involved, we are looking at a potential war between the US, UK, France,
NATO and Saudi Arabia against Lebanon, Syria, Iran and Russia. The involvement of
Turkey is unknown since it has recently distanced itself from the US and grown closer to
Russia. This is a virtual world war. If China decides to enter this conflict on Russia’s side, it
will be a global conflagration. Furthermore, the possibility of a nuclear exchange is not out
of the question.
If regime change in Syria were effected without world war, what would be the outcome;
rule of Syria by ISIS; another civil war between Shi’ites and Sunnis? If Sunnis took over
Syria there would almost certainly follow a Sunni alliance invading Iran. What about the
Syrian minorities? What about the role of women who are currently able to live like
westerners in liberty? Regime change makes no sense at all.

De-escalation?
After the bluster of western military posturing, and the arrogant threats of Donald Trump,
Russia instead is sensibly acting to de-escalate the crisis. Teams of Russian middlemen are
currently talking with the American military, which knows for sure that a war with Russia
would be ruinous and costly.
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America usually only goes to war with tin-pot countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
or guerrillas like the Vietcong, and even then it throws everything but the kitchen sink at it,
costing trillions. America has never gone to war against a mighty armed force with
supreme technology like Russia. Sensible American commanders are scared to death.
Despite the posturing of generals in Washington, saner military minds will be pushing for
a backdown.
This could mean pre-warning the Russians and then missile strikes on soft targets that do
very little, and then backing off. This would be followed by some bluster and self-righteous
pats on the back in the media. [This just happened, see ‘update’.]
But if this de-escalation fails, then the consequences are serious indeed.
Furthermore, senior US officials have been drawing back from the hawkish statements
made by Trump.9 White House spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said that a decision to strike
Syria had not yet been made and that a number of options were available.
The Defence Secretary, Mattis, even went so far as to say that the US wasn’t even sure that
Assad was behind the chemical attack; the intelligence was still being assessed.

Update
Just as this paper was going to press, NATO forces launched multiple missile strikes at
alleged chemical weapons bases in Syria. In fact these targeted bases that are critical to
defeating ISIS. There are no chemical weapons bases in Syria according to the UN.
These missile strikes were completely illegal. The allies have no UN Security Council
support and contradicted their own national laws. Theresa May did not get a parliamentary
vote and did not even claim to have incontrovertible proof that Assad was guilty. She
injured civilians based upon a mere conjecture. When was it legal to attack a foreign
sovereign nation on a hunch?
The strikes carefully avoided endangering Russian personnel who are in bases all over
Syria and, as a result, did no damage at all. No government facility and no airbase were
damaged but six civilians were injured near a depot to the west of Homs. Syrian State TV
refuted reports that the western alliance hit nine targets.
Up to this point Russia had not supplied Syria with up to date missile defence systems,
such as the S-300, in deference to the wishes of the western alliance. The General Staff said
that it will now sell Syria these defences.
Syria defended itself with 30-year old Russian systems10 which ruined the strike and
embarrassed NATO. Syrian Air Defence intercepted the vast majority of cruise missiles and
air-to-surface missiles. Russia did not use any of its modern defences since Russian sites
were not targeted. The Russian MoD said that Syria intercepted at least 71 missiles out of
the 103 launched by the allies. The 12 cruise missiles that attacked the Dumeir military
airfield, for example, were all intercepted. Other targets were Damascus, Homs, a research
facility in Barzeh and an IRGC base (staffed by Iranians) in Qasioun Mountain.
This means that the NATO strikes were a complete failure demonstrating the
ineffectiveness of western weapons systems, which are neither new nor smart. A nearly
9 Who

said that he would be firing nice, new and smart missiles at Syria.
defence systems, BUK and Kvadrat.

10 S-125, S-200 air
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75% failure rate of strikes by three powerful nations against a small sovereign state
weakened by a seven-year war. China and North Korea must be laughing their socks off.
However, the British media praised the strikes as very effective. These British strikes
involved Tornado warplanes that were out of date 20 years ago.

Conclusion
All of this is sheer madness. Most independent media channels are fully aware of the lies
surrounding this mobilisation and the west will not get away with fooling the masses
anymore. Everybody remembers the illegal Iraq War that killed 2.5 million people all told,
created a massive mess, inspired thousands of jihadi terrorists and all based on a pack of
lies.
If Russia is fully engaged the west is in for a massive fight that it could easily lose. All
Russia’s military resources are better than those in the west but the problem is that Putin
does not have sufficient finance for a drawn out war while the US can keep printing fiat
money (though that may well cause an economic collapse later).
Why would America spend billions on this stupid war when it is $21 trillion in debt
already? Why would Americans wish to see their boys come home in body bags yet again
for a stupid foreign war that serves no US purpose?
The maniacs that rule the world are once again demonstrating that they are completely
psychotic and care nothing about people or even countries that they use and abuse.
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